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Conclusion: Human the Citizen 

The greatest leader is the greatest follower whilst the greatest follower leads the 

self. The argument for this assertion goes as follows: when people lead the self they 

are in control of their own behaviours and express the personal self; when people 

express the personal self there is an innate desire to assist others; when individuals 

in groups live to personal desires they contribute to supportive social surroundings; 

therefore, in these social surroundings the role of community leader is to support all 

citizens in their expressions of the self. Obviously, direct support for all citizens is 

impossible in large communities. However, community leaders contribute to 

supportive social surroundings when they maintain transparent community 

systems, when they ensure stable communication channels for all citizens and when 

they liaise with people from both within and without the local community. 

Leadership is a reflection of a personal desire for all citizens to express the self and 

to assist others. 

Unfortunately, in modern times, communities are competitive. Citizens compete 

against fellow citizens to survive and gain pleasures. In these competitive social 

surroundings, people depend on civic leaders to provide pathways to access 

important resources. However, political leaders walk a tightrope when they allow 

citizens to live to their immediate desires and when they protect natural and social 

surroundings for the security of all citizens including future generations. Needless 

to say, politicians usually focus on winning the next day of election. To achieve this 

result politicians usually appeal to the sensibilities of the majority of the current-

day voting public. This means that politicians often maintain familiar social 

conditions so the general public of the day will feel confident of accessing important 

resources. Even more unfortunate is that political solutions tend to worsen the 

impacts of modern lifestyles on external surroundings and moral dilemmas. For 

example, modern lifestyle habits contribute to the many natural and social 

stressors; the political solution of globalization has led to intensifying many of these 
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preventable stressors. These increased impacts occur because globalization 

demands imports/exports, energy use, large amounts of transportation, extensive 

use of communication devices and great dependence on financial transactions. 

Globalization leads to greater reliance on economic security, on convoluted resource 

supply chains, on competitive social surroundings, on secrecies by influential 

people, on self-centeredness of individual consumers and on systems that contribute 

to life stressors which occur far away from home. Regrettably, changing these now 

familiar methods of survival brings fear to many people. Citizens fear social change 

in current times more than the possibilities of bleak times in the future. In the end, 

community leaders gain re-election by appeasing the general public with little 

change to contemporary behaviours which means maintaining both degraded 

natural environments and competitive social surroundings. Community leaders err 

on the side of re-election. 

Overcoming modern life stressors requires most citizens taking responsibility for 

their community norms by expressing behaviours that they judge as morally right 

and good. Citizens need to reconstruct communities in both the physical and social 

senses. The foundation of this new community structure is creating neighborhoods 

where people trust and know their neighbors. These neighborhoods promote citizen 

co-operation which breeds relationships where individuals express their personal 

self and also fulfill the cherished value of love and respect. In addition, 

neighborhoods are connected with other neighborhoods around the world in order to 

maintain peaceful and supportive communities and regions. Achieving these types 

of social surroundings requires citizens using their personal moral code to assess 

their civic duty, their contribution to community laws, their strategies of teaching 

the next generations and their personal role modeling. All this individual input into 

community is based on personal contribution to developing communities that allow 

all citizens to survive, to love and to respect each other. 
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Civic duty entails co-operating with fellow citizens to work toward social goals 

which allow every citizen to live in ways that they personally deem as morally right 

and good. Civic duty focuses on setting up social surroundings which allow all 

citizens to support each other in their neighborhoods, in their larger local 

community and in other regions around the world. This means that every citizen in 

local neighborhoods and beyond has secure housing, stable supplies of important 

resources and relationships with loving people. In essence, civic duty promotes 

community norms that align to external life boundaries and provide freedoms for 

people to express their personal moral code. The result of civic duty is people in 

neighborhoods interacting with each other to provide assistance for each other, 

neighborhoods connecting with other neighborhoods and communities connecting 

with other communities. The ultimate goal is contribution to the maintenance of 

regions filled with people gaining access to important resources and expressing 

their personal self. The most important feature of civic duty is constructing regions 

filled with citizens expressing morally-preferred behaviours. 

Citizens contribute to the decision-making process of their neighborhood, 

communities and regions. Firstly, citizens accept responsibility of creating laws that 

eliminate transgressions of external life boundaries by any person living in areas 

ranging from local neighborhoods to other regions around the world. Specifically, 

they ensure that the foundation of community laws is the elimination of 

transgressions of external life boundaries in any part of the world rather than the 

protection of either subjective community norms or bias from dominant groups. 

Secondly, citizens create laws that give legal support for citizens to express the 

personal self but on the condition that they do not limit the freedom of others to 

express the personal self. Maintenance of social surroundings that support freedom 

of expression is an important aspect of community laws. Finally, citizens participate 

in both discussions and voting for laws. Community leaders ensure safety of all 

citizens in the discussion and voting process. In other words, citizens vote for laws 

not for politicians while community leaders stimulate discussions, protect people 
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who voice opinions, ensure an open electoral process and advance the decisions of 

the community. The most important feature of community laws is the protection of 

natural environments, of supportive social surroundings and of freedoms for 

individual citizens. 

Citizens ensure that the education process teaches the next generations to survive 

and gain pleasures with behaviours that align to external life boundaries. 

Education does not dictate mandatory behaviours. The role of education is to teach 

all three life boundaries and the behaviours that align to these boundaries. The 

youth can still explore new methods of survival and pleasures. However, their 

knowledge of life boundaries assists them to evaluate their new behaviours with 

respect to those life boundaries. Of special interest, education is not restricted to 

classroom activities. Practical work in gardens and farms while also interacting 

with neighbors assists the youth to gain confidence of accessing survival resources 

in their future, to contribute to supportive neighborhoods and to gain trust and 

knowledge of people who live nearby. That is, education includes extensive use of 

home activities and school activities both of which are deemed relevant by the 

individual learner. The most important feature of education is bringing confidence 

to the youth of living in natural surroundings that provide long-term access to 

important resources and in social surroundings that provide freedoms to express the 

personal self. 

Citizens display behaviours that align to external life boundaries. Role modeling 

probably has the greatest impact on personal behaviours of individual citizens. In 

fact, individuals assess the different behaviours they see with respect to the 

successes that the behaviour brings the individual. People are more likely to act in 

accordance with external life boundaries when they see role models acting in 

accordance with external life boundaries and when they see their role models gain 

some measure of success. The most important feature of role modeling is 
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surrounding people with behaviours that align to external life boundaries and that 

bring success to the individual performer. 

In sum, civic followers express the personal self while civic leaders accept 

responsibility to maintain social surroundings that accommodate these expressions. 

In these situations, civic duty promotes alignment of community norms to external 

life boundaries, community laws protect both freedoms of self-expressions and 

stability of external life boundaries, education teaches lifestyles which align to 

external life boundaries and role modeling displays personal successes with 

behaviours that align to external life boundaries. By protecting external life 

boundaries with morally-preferred behaviours people maintain social surroundings 

where community members can survive, love and gain respect. 

Here are some ideas. These ideas may come across as bizarre to some readers. 

However, they are just some ideas from the author that are worth considering when 

researching the perfect community. Conversely, these ideas can also be compared 

with notions which the author finds bizarre: notions like - ‘only greater technology 

can remedy modern life stressors.’ 

However, remember: 

 Don’t believe everything you read! 

 Don’t just follow other people’s ideas! 

 Do research!  

 Do take time to morally evaluate your research!  

 Then contribute to community in ways that appeal to you. 
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My Perfect Community 

 All people live in houses with access to gardens or farms. 

o They live in family groups or, at least, live with trusted and known 

people. 

 Houses are grouped into house-blocks.  

o Each house-block holds three or four houses. 

o They share small farms and a communal house which holds kitchen, 

washing area, bathroom, etc. Perhaps three houses to one communal 

house would make up a house-block. 

o House-blocks have few electric/electronic machines. Every household 

does not need its own electronic entertainment devices. That’s right! 

Even an individual’s pocket does not need an electronic device!  

o If, by chance, planet Earth exploded leaving only this house-block and 

farm, then residents will still have supplies of survival resources. 

 House blocks are grouped into neighborhoods.  

o Possibly ten house-blocks make up a neighborhood. All neighbors 

interact with each other, assist each other and communicate with each 

other on a regular basis.  

 Multiple neighborhoods are grouped into districts.  

o They are connected by a neighborhood center. These centers are used 

for meetings, administration, personal entertainment and general 

neighbor get-togethers.  

o Neighborhood centers hold electric/electronic machines, for example 

television, computers and other appliances. These machines act as 

tools which bring conveniences to neighborhoods, bring efficient use of 

electricity and limits extraction of Earth’s resources.  

o Neighborhood centers allow individuals convenient access to electrical 

devices and allow people in different neighborhoods to share times 

together. 
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o Neighborhood centers also house machinery and automotive vehicles 

which neighbors share. Maximum speed of vehicles is twenty 

kilometers per hour.   

 Districts are grouped into towns. 

o Town centers hold major administration offices, law courts, libraries, 

theaters and hospitals.  

o Town centers act as hubs to liaise with other towns in the region and 

around the world. 

 A World Council of Citizens protects basic human rights of every citizen. 

o Unfortunately, at times, individuals or groups of individuals in houses, 

house-blocks, neighborhoods, districts, towns or regions may 

transgress basic human rights of fellow citizens. The World Council of 

Citizens focuses on protecting every individual citizen around the 

world with respect to human rights.   

o The World Council of Citizens gives individual citizens alternative 

channels of communication in order to express their personal concerns. 

In other words, this council focuses on protecting every individual 

citizen rather than protecting dominating citizens. 

o Activities of emergency services, police and security forces are directed 

through the liaison between local citizens and the World Council of 

Citizens. 

o This council assists in arranging and co-ordinating different events 

around the world in order to promote trust and knowledge among 

people who live around the world. These events range from hobbies, 

sports, and culture to more intellectual and administrative activities. 

The purpose of these events is to maintain stable and peaceful regions 

throughout the world. 


